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Freezing and Storing Protein Solutions

The following quote from the practical notes given to all members of Professor

Sir Alan Fersht’s research group gives some very important and useful informa-

tion on the freezing and storage of protein solutions. Failure to heed this advice

can result in change or loss of activity, unfolding, and/or aggregation of stored

protein solutions.

Never freeze and thaw solutions of proteins at −20◦C. Flash

freeze in small aliquots in liquid N2 and then store at −70◦C or

below, never at −20◦C. This is because there is a phase change in

ice at −70◦C to −80◦C. The higher temperature form is unkind

to proteins. Take care to thaw protein solutions slowly. Always

check by repeated cycles of thawing and freezing that the protein is

stable. Sometimes the addition of 5% glycerol or sucrose or various

salts is sufficient to stabilize a protein to freezing in liquid N2. An

alternative procedure is to store in 50% glycerol/water at −20◦C,

above the freezing point of the mixture.

The practical notes also offer the following advice on the use and storage of

dilute protein solutions. Loss of material due to surface adsorption is a frequent

cause of aberrant stoichiometry in titrations, and these techniques can help to

ameliorate this effect.

Many enzymes that are stable at high concentrations appear to be

unstable when used or stored after dilution. This is often because of

adsorption to the sides of vessels (tubes, microplates, pipette-tips).

The following procedures help:

1. Siliconize all vessels used.

2. Add BSA to 50 µg/mL to buffer.

3. Add Tween 20 or 80 to 0.05%.

If you are worried about the long-term stability of a protein solution, or observe

a lack of reproducibility in repeated assays from frozen stock solutions, there

are a number of methods that you can use to test whether your protein is robust

with respect to freezing, storage and thawing:

1. Perform an activity or binding assay using a standard stock of a stable

substrate or binding partner. Check that all of the parameters of the assay

(start and end signals, dissociation or kinetic constants) are reproducible.

Large changes in any parameter may indicate a change in the condition

of the protein caused by freezing, storage or thawing.
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2. Measure the protein concentration by spectrophotometry before and after

freezing, storage and thawing. Pay particular attention to the apparent

absorbance signal at 330 nm, which arises from scattering by aggregates.

Read the protocol on measuring protein concentration for more informa-

tion about this.

3. Use dynamic light scattering (DLS) to assess the particle size of the solu-

tion before and after freezing, storage and thawing. This technique is very

sensitive to the presence of aggregates and is very useful for monitoring

changes to stock solutions over time.
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